The 2-point function is the natural object in quantum gravity for extracting critical behavior: The exponential fall off of the 2-point function with geodesic distance determines the fractal dimension d H of space-time. The integral of the 2-point function determines the entropy exponent γ, i.e. the fractal structure related to baby universes, while the short distance behavior of the 2-point function connects γ and d H by a quantum gravity version of Fisher's scaling relation. We verify this behavior in the case of 2d gravity by explicit calculation.
Introduction
Much has been achieved in our understanding of 2d quantum gravity, both from the point of view of Liouville theory [1] and from a discretized point of view [2, 3, 4, 5] . However, the simplest and most fundamental concept in gravity, the concept of distance, has only recently been analyzed. In Liouville theory the tool has been the diffusion equation for a random walk on the ensemble of 2d manifolds weighted by the Liouville action [6] . In the framework of dynamical triangulations the tool has been the transfer matrix formalism developed in [7] . In this article we show that standard scaling relations known from statistical mechanics follow unambiguously even in quantum gravity once the geodesic distance is used to set the length scale in the problem.
Scaling relations
Let us define 2d quantum gravity as the scaling limit of the so-called simplicial quantum gravity theory. Simplicial quantum gravity can be defined in any dimensions, but we will here restrict ourselves to 2d. The partition function will be given by:
where S[T ] is the Einstein-Hilbert action:
In eqs. (1) and (2) T denotes a suitable class of triangulations of closed 2-manifolds, T a triangulation in T , N T the number of triangles in T , C T a symmetry factor and g T the genus of the manifold. If we fix the topology, as we will always do in the following, we can drop the last term since it is a topological invariant. It is known that the partition function Z(µ) (for a fixed topology) has a critical bare cosmological constant µ c such that the continuum limit of (1) should be taken for µ → µ c from above. Define △µ ≡ µ − µ c , then
2−γ + less singular terms
For 2d gravity γ = −1/2 for spherical topology. In the following we will consider only triangulations with spherical topology. We define the geodesic distance between two links 1 as the shortest path of links connecting the two links in the dual lattice, i.e. the shortest "triangle-path" between the two links on the original triangulation. Let us by T 2 (r) denote the ensemble of Figure 1 : The inequality (6) . Two triangulations with marked links separated by distances r 1 and r 2 can be glued together to a triangulation where the marked links has a distance r 1 + r 2 but the same number of triangles by cutting open a marked link in each of the triangulations to a 2-loop boundary and glue together the two boundaries.
(spherical) triangulations with two marked links separated a geodesic distance r (we assume for the moment that the link length is a = 1). We can now define the 2-point function of quantum gravity by
The 2-point function falls off exponentially for r → ∞.
This trivial but important relation follows from the fact that
simply because each term on the rhs of eq. (6) can be given an interpretation as a term belonging to the lhs of eq. (6). This is illustrated in fig. 1 . Eq. (6) shows that − log G µ (r) is sub-additive and this ensures the existence of the limit (5). In addition m(△µ) ≥ 0 because G µ (r) is a decreasing function of r. Again this follows from general arguments which allow us to bound the number of triangulations with N T triangles and two marked links separated a distance r in terms of the number of triangulations with N T triangles and two marked links separated a distance r ′ < r.
The same kind of arguments lead to the conclusion that m ′ (△µ) > 0 for △µ > 0, i.e. m(△µ) is a decreasing function as µ → µ c .
Similarly we can define T (l 1 , l 2 ; r) as the class of triangulations with an entrance boundary loop l 1 (with one marked link) and an exit boundary loop l 2 , separated a geodesic distance r. l 1 and l 2 are the number of links at the entrance boundary loop and that at the exit boundary loop, respectively. We say that l 1 and l 2 are separated by a geodesic distance r if all links l ∈ l 2 has the geodesic distance r to l 1 . Finally the geodesic distance between a link l and a set of links (like the loop l 1 ) is the minimum of the geodesic distances between the link l and the links in the set. We define
The 2-loop functions fall off exponentially for r → ∞. Again this follows from the subadditivity argument since one has [7, 8] :
It is easy to show, by arguments identical to the ones used originally for random surfaces on hypercubic lattices [9] , that the mass is defined by the exponential decay of the two-loop function is independent of the length of the boundary loops and consequently identical to the mass defined by the 2-point function.
The important point is that the "mass" m(△µ) dictates the scaling in quantum gravity. We can view G µ (r) as the partition function for universes of linear extension r and in order that this partition function survives in the continuum limit it is necessary that we have m(△µ)r = M R,
where M and R are kept fixed in the continuum limit where the number of lattice steps r goes to infinity. There can only be a continuum limit if m(△µ) → 0 for △µ → 0. In addition almost all critical properties of quantum gravity can be read off directly from this function in the scaling limit. This has already been emphasized in the more general context of higher dimensional quantum gravity [10] and more specifically in two dimensions [11] (where an explicit solution was given for a toy model of branched polymers), but it is worth to repeat the arguments. First one would in general expect the exponential decay of G µ (r) to be replaced by a power fall off when m(△µ) = 0, or more precisely in the region where 1 ≪ r ≪ 1/m(△µ). The behavior G µ (r) is is assumed to be:
for m(△µ)r ≫ 1 (10)
2 Sometimes a different notation is used and the entrance loop is unmarked while the exit loop is marked. The difference in these functions will be some trivial factors of l: l 2 ; r) where G ′ denotes the 2-loop function where the exit loop is marked.
These are standard definitions in statistical mechanics. The exponent η is called the anomalous scaling dimension since a free propagator in any space-time dimensions has η = 0. This follows by integrating the usual free propagator over the angular variables corresponding to a fixed value of r. Two scaling relations follow directly from the definitions if we assume that m(△µ) → 0 for △µ → 0 as:
From eq. (12) it follows, after differentiating a sufficient number of times after µ that
a relation known in statistical mechanics as Fisher's scaling relation. In that case it will typically be a relation between the spin susceptibility exponent γ, the critical exponent ν of the spin-spin correlation length and the anomalous scaling exponent of the spin-spin correlation function. It is remarkable that it is still valid in quantum gravity. The other scaling relation is
where d H denotes the (internal) Hausdorff dimension of the ensemble of random surfaces given by eq. (4). To be more precise we define the (internal) Hausdorff dimension of this ensemble by
where
It follows from the definitions that:
It is interesting to give a direct physical interpretation of the short distance behavior of the G µ (r) as defined by (11) . In order to do so let us change from the grand canonical ensemble given by (4) to the canonical ensemble defined by
where T 2 (r, N) denotes the triangulations which N triangles and two marked links separated a distance r. G(r, N) is the 2-point function where the number of triangles is fixed to N. For r = 0 we have the following N dependence (for the r dependence see (25) below)
The reason is that the partition function for a finite volume N is assumed to behave like
The 1-point function is for large N proportional to NZ(N) since it counts the triangulations with one marked link or triangle or vertex depending on the precise definition, and for r = 0 (or just small) there is essntially no difference between the 1-point function and G(0, N). G(r, N) is related to G µ (r) by a (discrete) Laplace transformation:
The long distance behavior of G(r, N) is determined by the long distance behavior of G µ (r). Close to the scaling limit it follows by direct calculation (e.g. a saddlepoint calculation) that
. On the other hand the short distance behavior of G µ (r) is determined by the short distance behavior of G(r, N) which is simple. Eqs. (16) and (17) defined the concept of Hausdorff dimension in the grand canonical ensemble. A definition in the canonical ensemble would be: Take N 1/d H ≫ r and simply count the volume (here number of triangles) of a "spherical shell" of thickness 1 and radius r from a marked link, sum over all triangulations with one marked link and N triangles, and divide by the total number of triangulations with one marked link and N triangles. Call this number n(r) N . The Hausdorff dimension is then defined by
It follows from the definitions that we can write
We can finally calculate the short distance behavior of G µ (r) from eq. (22). From (23) the sum is cut off at N ∼ r d H . For µ → µ c , i.e. △µ small we get:
This is actually an independent derivation of Fisher's scaling relation since it shows directly that η = 2 − γd H , and it has the advantage that it gives a physical interpretation of the anomalous scaling dimension η. In addition it proves that the canonical and grand canonical definition of Hausdorff dimension in fact agrees. The model of branched polymers (BP ) provides us with a simple, but non-trivial example of the above scenario [11] . Here we will define branched polymers as the sum over all tree graphs (no loops in the graphs) with certain weights given to the graphs according to the following definition of the partition function:
where |BP | is the number of links in a BP and µ is a chemical potential for the number of links, while
where i denotes a vertex, n i the number of links joining at vertex i and f (n i ) is non-negative. f (n i ) can be viewed as the unnormalized branching weight for one link branching into n i − 1 links at vertex i. Finally C BP is a symmetry factor such that rooted branched polymers, i.e. polymers with the first link marked, is counted only once. This model can be solve [4, 11] . It has a critical point µ c (depending on f ) and close to the critical point we have:
i.e. γ = 1/2 for branched polymers. On the branched polymers we define the "geodesic distance" between two vertices as the shortest link path, which is unique since we consider tree-graphs. The graphical representation of the 2-point function is show in fig. 2 . Had it not been for the ability to branch, the 2-point function would simply be
However, the insertion of 1-point functions at any vertex leads to a non-analytic coupling constant renormalization and the result is changed to [11] G µ (r) = const. e
where κ is some positive constants depending on f . We can now find G(r, N) by an inverse Laplace transformation:
We confirm from this explicit expression that the (internal) Hausdorff dimension of branched polymers is 2 (like a smooth surface !) and that γ = 1/2 since the prefactor of G(r, N) for small r should be N γ−2 r d H −1 . It should be emphasized again that these definitions and scaling relations are valid for simplicial gravity in three and four dimensions as defined in [10, 12, 13] . In the rest of this paper we will study how they are realized in 2d simplicial quantum gravity where the exact solution can be found. 
The 2-point function
Let us first define the generating function for 2-loop amplitudes (7) by:
We can reconstruct G µ (l 1 , l 2 ; r) by
where the contours C x and C y surround the origin and avoid the cuts of G µ (x, y; r). The fundamental composition law (8) reads:
The boundary condition to be imposed is that
The important insight obtained in [7, 8] is that the 2-loop function satisfies a simple differential equation. Using the so-called peeling decomposition defined in [8] the differential equation has the form [8] ,
which gives the same differential equation in the limit △µ → 0 as was obtained by combinatorial arguments in [7] .
Let F µ (x) denote the generating functional for 1-loop functions with one marked link:
It is well known that
where c 0 < 0 < c 1 < c 2 as long as µ > µ c . The only thing we need to know is that at the critical point µ c we have c 2 = c 1 , (which we denote 1/x c ) and away from the critical point
Here α is a positive constant 3 of order O(1) and the scaling limit is obtained when
In this region it is seen that
and this is the reason the difference equation originating from (35) with r 1 = 1 can be replaced with a differential equation for △µ → 0 even if r is discrete. The solution to (36) and (37) is:
Herex(x, r) is the solution to the characteristic equation of the partial differential equation (37). The integral of the characteristic equation is
and this expression can be by inverted to give:
3 The values of the constants which enter are as follows: e −µc = g c = 1/(2·3 where δ 0 , δ 1 and δ 2 are all positive and defined by
It is readily checked thatx → 1/c 2 for r → ∞ andx(x, r = 0) = x. In principle we can calculate G µ (l 1 , l 2 ; r) from eqs. (34), (45) and (47). Let us only here verify that the exponential decay of G µ (l 1 , l 2 ; r) is independent of l 1 and l 2 . For r → ∞ one gets
where const. is a function of order O(1) which depends on c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , l 1 and l 2 . We can express the 2-point function G µ (r) in terms of the 2-loop function and the 1-loop function. Let us consider a marked link. For a given triangulation we can systematically work our way out to the links having a distance r from the marked link by peeling off layers of triangles having the distances 1, 2, . . . , r to the marked link. After r steps we have a boundary consisting of a number of disconnected boundary loops, all with a distance r to the marked link. One of these is the exit loop described by the 2-loop function and we get the 2-point function by closing the exit loop of length l 2 by multiplying the 2-loop function G µ (l 1 = 1, l 2 ; r) by the 1-loop function F µ (l 2 ) 4 and the perform the sum over l 2 , i.e., as shown in fig. 3 ,
As long as c 2 − c 1 is small and r is larger than a few lattice spacings, we get:
Formula (53) shows how to take the scaling limit: Let us return to the original formulation and write in the limit △µ → 0:
where const. and β are positive constants of order O(1) (β = √ 6g c ). We conclude the following: It is clear that we could have taken the continuum limit almost at any point in the above calculations, and in fact already in the basic equation (37) by the substitution:
where F µr (ξ) is the universal disk-amplitude [14, 15] . The reason we kept the discretized version thoughout the calculation was to avoid any ambiguity in going from the 2-loop function to the 2-point function. Properties of the continuum 2-loop function have already been studied [7, 8, 16] , but in the continuum version the length of the bounday loops l i is already taken to infinity by L = la, a → 0, l → ∞, L fixed. To get the 2-point function we would have to take the limit
. We avoid this ambiguity and can write directly for the continuum 2-point function:
and compare this to the 2d quantum gravity 2-point function (59):
While there is only a single mass excitation for the branched polymer model and it from this point of view seems rather trivial, the 2d gravity model seems to contain an infinite tower of equidistant mass excitations. Since we get the susceptibility χ(µ r ) by integrating G M (R) with respect to R we get the following formal expression
where the last equality sign uses
It agrees of course with the universal part of (60) but is interesting since integration (ignoring non-universal parts of Z(µ r )) leads to the following representation of Z(µ r ) as a sum over "mass excitations":
discussion
We have shown that the 2-point function G µ (r) is a natural variable which allows us to extract scaling relations in a simple way. We tested the procedure in 2d quantum gravity which can be solved analytically and found ν = 1/4 and η = 4. From the scaling relations (13) and (14) we conclude that γ = −1/2 (which is of course well known) and d H = 4. At first sight it might be surprising that the Hausdorff dimension is 4, which implies that the geodesic distances scale like r √ a rather than like a r, where a is the lattice spacing in the triangulations. However, such non-trivial scaling is unavoidable if d H = 2 and here it has the following simple interpretation: A boundary of l links will have the discrete length l in lattice units, but if we view the boundary from the interior of the surface its true linear extension r will only be √ l since the boundary can be viewed as a random walk from the interior. If we insist on a continuum limit where we have surfaces with macroscopic boundaries of length L = a l and "physical" area A = Na 2 , a being the length unit of the links, such that L 2 ∼ A, we are led to
5 The divergence of the sum comes from the short distance behavior of G M (R). In the discretized version of the theory this singular behavior is modified for R ∼ 1/ √ a and a "physical cut off" would be present such that
in agreement with (60).
The above calculation is independent of the fact that we used triangulations as the underlying discretization. Any resonable distribution of polygons will give the same results. Once the distribution of polygons is fixed there is a unique critical point µ c of the chemical potential for polygons. The discretized equation will still be given by (37), only will f (x) be a higher order (even infinite order) polynomium times a square root cut. Close to the critical point it will still maintain the structure (40) as follows from the general analysis of matrix models [17] and the results will be unchanged for △µ → 0. In particular this shows that we would have obtained the same results if we used the shortest link length as geodesic distance, rather than the shortest link length on the dual lattice, since we could instead perform the summation over φ 3 graphs. These would be in one-to-one correspondence with the triangulations and our definition of geodesic distance on this class of graphs would correspond to the link-length definition on the triangulations.
We find formula (64) quite interesting. It should be possible to understand the mass excitations nM in terms of Liouville theory.
It is not clear that the program will work well in the case of the so-called multicritical matrix models. In these models the different polygons used in the discretization are not assigned a positive weight in the summation and the basic inequalities like (6) are not valid. In the Liouville formulation the multicritical models correspond the non-unitary conformal field theories coupled to 2d quantum gravity and we will face the problem of correlation functions growing with distance. This problem is currently under investigation. In the case of unitary models coupled to gravity we expect our philosophy to apply. These models usually have a representation at the discretized level as short range interacting spin models which at specific temperatures become critical. For these models there is a chance that estimates like (6) might be valid. The standard example is the Ising model on dynamical triangulations. We hope to be able to solve this model by the technique outlined above.
Finally it would be very interesting to generalize the above calculations to higher dimensional simplicial quantum gravity. Work in this direction is in progress [18] .
